A GENERATION OF GOOD FATHERS
the Red missionaries explained it as the fulfilment of a
social and human duty. Stukater spoke of a generation of
good fathers. Ostroumova refused to discuss It with a
bourgeois journalist who would only distort her statements
and tell lies afterwards. The convicts In the G.P.U. camp
were half-convinced of what the 'administrators5 had told
them about the joy of going into virgin land, half-passively
resistant against all attempts to make them work properly.
But there were more types in Igarka. There were the old
kulaks and there were the 'simple' workers, who seemed to
be earning their living, here as anywhere else, partly induced
perhaps by the Polar bonus which doubles their normal
wages.
Down In the port I made my first contacts with the
workers. Having seen rne talk to the British sailors, they
came and asked me to Interpret some of their questions:
'Why do Great Britain and America, the powerful democra-
cies, not line up together with France and Russia to protect
the peace of the world against the aggressive designs of
Japan, Italy and Germany?3 'What holidays does the
British Government pay to Its workers?5 Tor how long is
a British worker sent to a nursing home when he falls ill?'
'How Is it that Eden and Hoare can sit in the same Govern-
ment when Hoare deviated so strongly from Eden's policy
towards the League of Nations during the Abyssinian
crisis?' 'How large Is the British Army, the American
Army, the French Air Force?3 'Have they good para-
chutists in Western Europe and America, and such clever
girl pilots as we have in Russia?5
I passed on these questions dutifully and translated the
replies as well as I could. Then a worker offered to answer
my questions. We went to his house, and Ms wife asked me
to stay for supper. They had two rooms^ one for father
and mother, the other for the three children. The meal
consisted of some undefinable pudding, soup and meat, rice
and stewed plums, 'You can't get scurvy if you eat fruit3

